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Introduction: 
Last week we learned about the instruments, rhythms and history behind Salsa music and 

learned the key features of this famous type of Latin music. 

This week we are going to look at the purpose of Salsa music and how to do a Salsa dance. 
We are also going to look at how the music matches the dancing. 

Task 1: Salsa Dancing 
Here are two examples of Samba dancing from Strictly Come 

Dancing which is a TV show on the BBC. In this example, 
Salsa is a partner dance that is being performed on a stage 

but it would normally be performed at carnivals. 
Watch these clips and answer the questions below: 

• How would describe the movement of the dancers? 
• How would you describe the music for the dancers? 
• How would you describe the performers expression?

Cre$%&'e Ch$*+,n.e 
Record yourself performing a samba dance to Conga using the tutorials to help. 

Make sure it’s safe before you dance! jack@theartscentretelford.com

Tas2 3 Hi6t8: 
Conga - Salsa 

Use this link to help 
analyse the musical 

features.

Task 2: Leaning a Salsa Dance 
Like the Samba, there is a lot of hip movement but in Salsa 
the dance is ‘closed’ and the dancers keep their heads still. 

The top link on the left is a tutorial about how to do a basic 
Salsa dance. Then… 

Watch the clips on how to do a Salsa dance. Combining the skills 
in both these videos, can you dance to the track in the third link 

and record your own Salsa routine?

Task 3: Salsa Music & Dance 
Music for dance has musical features that make it good for 

movement and the style of dance it is written for. 
Music is normally good for dancing because of the rhythms, 

tempo, instruments and dynamics. 
What features of Salsa music make it good for this style of dance?

Tas2 1 Hi6t8: 
Link 1: 

Salsa On Strictly (1) 

Link 2: 
Salsa On Strictly (2)

Tas2 2 Hi6t8: 
Link 1: 

Basic Salsa Footwork 

Link 2: 
Salsa Routine Tutorial 

Link 3: 
Salsa for Beginners
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